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Keeping Print
Collections in the
Mind of the
Researcher
Step 2: We used visual
‘banners’ to distinguish the
Exhibition’s page on the
Special Collections Library
Guide. The banners matched
each highlighted collection.
They were created using
copyright-free images. This
allowed us to catch the
audience’s attention and
visually ‘spotlight’ key
collection themes.
(Meg Weller)
Step 4: Image harvesting:
Ideally this would involve
scanning physical covers
housed in the collections, but
without access, images
were sourced from the internet
based on themes selected for
each specific collection. While
as a source the internet has its
limitations, enough images
were obtained, primarily from
online bookseller databases, to
meet our quota of twenty
images per theme, five themes
per specific collection
(Jessica Cummins)

Step 6: This project is a great
way to showcase and bring
awareness to our many unique
collections. It is an example of
how client-facing library staff
can acquire and implement
new skills. Promotion
of the exhibition is through the
library website, social media,
and internal messaging.
(Vien Nguyen)

Book covers provide a vivid and evocative visual
history of the design aesthetic of any given period.
The VU Special Collections Exhibition offers a literal
glimpse into the histories contained within the
pages of the Special Collections. It is hoped that such
a glimpse will encourage, when available, a visit to
the library to experience these wonderful collections
in person.

Exhibition Process
Step 1: Tools were
investigated and considered
to provide a system to make
collection material visible,
would be easy for staff to
work with, and also to provide
a transferable framework. The
goal was to develop a
blueprint strategy that could
be easily amended for similar
content.
(Barbara Gutthann)
Step 3: Once the specific
collection has been identified
lists of collection items were
generated. The list contains
call numbers, titles, authors,
isbns and subject headings.
We identified themes for the
Exhibition. With the themes
identified it is time to
commence the image hunt. It
has been extremely satisfying
to be part of this collaborative
team that has brought these
previously hidden collections
to life.
(Greg Neilsen)
Step 5: Book covers are
displayed in themes with
additional links users can
explore to gain further
understanding of the book
itself, the author, or the
time period in which the book
was written. Communication
with staff about any scheduling
and task issues found the
most efficient and best
solutions.
(Nadia Ghaly)

https://libraryguides.vu.edu.au/VUSpecialCollections/Exhibition

